A uniformization of a binary relation is a function that is contained in the relation and has the same domain as the relation. The synthesis problem asks for effective uniformization for classes of relations and functions that can be implemented in a specific way.
Introduction
A uniformization of a binary relation is a function that selects for each element in the domain of the relation a unique image that is in relation with this element. Of interest to us in this paper are uniformization problems in the setting where the relations and functions on words are defined by finite automata. Relations on words defined by finite automata extend languages defined by finite automata. Unlike for words, different finite automaton models for relations lead to different classes of relations. Relations defined by asynchronous finite automata are referred to as rational relations. An asynchronous finite automaton is a nondeterministic finite automaton with two tapes whose reading heads can move at different speeds. An equivalent computation model are asynchronous finite transducers (see, e.g., [1] ), that is, nondeterministic finite automata whose transitions are labeled by pairs of words.
A well known subclass of rational relations are synchronized rational relations (see [8] ), which are defined by synchronous finite automata, that is, finite automata with two tapes whose reading heads move at the same speed. Equivalently, we speak of definability by synchronous finite transducers. The class of synchronized rational relations is also called automatic or regular, here, we use the term automatic.
One uniformization problem asks for proving that each relation in a given class has a certain kind of uniformization. For example, each rational relation can be uniformized by an unambiguous rational function (see [13] ). Here, we are interested in the decision version of the problem: Given a relation from some class, does it have a uniformization in some other class? For the class of uniformizations we consider sequential transducers. A sequential Going from the setting of infinite words to finite words uniformization by subsequential 1 transducers is considered. The problem whether a relation given by a synchronous finite automaton can be realized by a synchronous subsequential transducer is decidable; this result can be obtained by adapting the proof from the infinite setting. Decidability has been extended to subsequential transducers [3] . Furthermore, for classes of asynchronous finite automata decidability results for synthesis of subsequential transducers have been obtained in [7] .
A semi-algorithm in this spirit was introduced by [11] , the algorithm is tasked to synthesize a subsequential transducer that selects the length lexicographical minimal output word for each input word from a given rational relation.
The decision problems that have been studied so far either ask for uniformization by a synchronous subsequential or by an arbitrary subsequential transducer. Our aim is to study the decision problem: Given a rational relation, does it have a uniformization by a subsequential transducer in which the allowed input/output behavior is specified by a given language of synchronizations? The idea is to represent a pair of words by a single word where each position is annotated over {1, 2} indicating whether it came from the input or output component. The annotated string provides a synchronization of the pair. It is known that the class of rational relations is synchronized by regular languages [12] . More recently, main subclasses of rational relations have been characterized by their synchronizations [6] .
We show decidability for a given automatic relation and a given set of synchronizations that synchronizes an automatic relation. Thus our decidability result generalizes the previously known decidability result for synthesis of synchronous subsequential transducers from automatic relations.
The paper is structured as follows. First, in Sec. 2, we fix our notations and recap characterizations of synchronization languages established in [6] . In Sec. 3, we introduce uniformization problems with respect to synchronization languages and compare our setting with known results. In Sec. 4, we prove decidability of the question whether an automatic relation has a uniformization by a subsequential transducer in which the input/output behavior is specified by a set of synchronizations that synchronizes an automatic relation.
Omitted proofs can be found in the appendix. 1 A subsequential transducer can make a final output depending on the last state reached in a run whereas a sequential transducer can only produce output on its transitions.
L synchronizes recognizable relations iff shift(L) < ∞, 2. L synchronizes automatic relations iff shiftlag(L) < ∞,

L synchronizes rational relations.
For ease of presentation, let Σ io , Σ i , and Σ o be short for 2 × Σ, {1} × Σ, and {2} × Σ, respectively. If convenient, we use distinct symbols for input and output, instead of symbols annotated with 1 or 2.
For the results shown in this paper, it is useful to lift some notions introduced in [6] from words and languages over 2 to words and languages over Σ io .
Definition 4.
We lift the notions of lag, shift, and shiftlag from words and languages over 2 to words and languages over Σ io in the natural way.
Furthermore, given a language T ⊆ Σ * io , we say a word w ∈ Σ * io is T -controlled if w ∈ T . A language S ⊆ Σ * io is T -controlled if all its words are, namely, if S ⊆ T .
Automata on finite words. We fix our notations concerning finite automata on finite words. A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) is a tuple A = (Q, Σ, q 0 , ∆, F ), where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite alphabet, q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state, ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is the transition relation, and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. A run ρ of A on w = a 1 . . . a n ∈ Σ * is a sequence of states p 0 p 1 . . . p n such that (p i , a i+1 , p i+1 ) ∈ ∆ for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Shorthand, we write A : p 0 w − → p n . A run is accepting if it starts in q 0 and ends in a state from F . The language recognized by A, written L(A), is the set of words w ∈ Σ * that admit an accepting run of A on w. For q ∈ Q, let A q denote the NFA obtained from A by setting its initial state to q. The class of languages recognized by NFAs is the class of regular languages. An NFA is deterministic (a DFA) if for each state q ∈ Q and a ∈ Σ there is at most one outgoing transition. In this case, it is more convenient to express ∆ as a (partial) function δ : Q × Σ → Q. Furthermore, let δ * denote the usual extension of δ from letters to words. We introduce some notions only applicable if an NFA recognizes a set of synchronizations. Given a regular S ⊆ Σ * io , let A = (Q, Σ io , q 0 , ∆, F ) be an NFA that recognizes S. We define Q i = {p ∈ Q | ∃a ∈ Σ, q ∈ Q : (p, (1, a), q) ∈ ∆} and Q o = {p ∈ Q | ∃a ∈ Σ, q ∈ Q : (p, (2, a), q) ∈ ∆} as the sets of states that have outgoing transitions from which input and output can be consumed, respectively. If (Q i ,Q o ) is a partition of Q, we write Q = Q i ∪ · Q o . We call A sequential if A is deterministic, and Q = Q i ∪ · Q o , and each q ∈ Q o has at most one outgoing transition. For short, we refer to a sequential DFA as sDFA. Finally, we define the input automaton A D of A as (Q, Σ, q 0 , ∆ , F ), where ∆ = {(p, a, q) | A : p w − → q and π i (w) = a ∈ Σ}. A comparison to standard transducer models is given in the next section.
3
Uniformization problems
If such a function is given as a relation R f , we write R f ⊆ u R to indicate that R f is a uniformization of R.
Definition 5 (Resynchronized uniformization problem).
The resynchronized uniformization problem asks, given a regular source language S ⊆ Σ * io and a regular target language T ⊆ Σ * io , whether there exists a regular language U ⊆ T recognized by a sequential DFA such that U ⊆ u S . Example 6. Let Σ i = {a, b, c} and Σ o = {d, e}, let S ⊆ Σ * io be given by A depicted in Fig. 1 . The recognized relation is S = {(a i ba Comparing our definition of sequential DFAs with standard transducer models we notice that sequential transducers directly correspond to sequential DFAs. See, e.g., [1] for an introduction to transducers. Our model can be modified to correspond to subsequential transducers (which can make a final output after the word has ended) by slightly modifying the representation of the relation by adding a dedicated endmarker in the usual way.
In the remainder it is implicitly assumed that every given source and target language is represented with endmarkers, thus our stated results correspond to uniformization by subsequential transducers.
Our main result is the decidability of the resynchronized uniformization problem for a given automatic relation and a given set of synchronizations controlled by a language that synchronizes automatic relations. In Sec. 4 we see that our decidability result is obtained by a reduction to the following simpler uniformization problem.
Definition 7 (Subset uniformization problem).
The subset uniformization problem asks, given a regular language S ⊆ Σ * io , whether there exists a regular language U ⊆ S recognized by a sequential DFA such that U ⊆ u S .
The notion of subset uniformization directly corresponds to the notion of sequential Iuniformization introduced in [7] . It was shown that deciding the sequential I-uniformization problem reduces to deciding which player has a winning strategy in a safety game between In and Out. Hence, we directly obtain the following result.
Theorem 8 ([7]). The subset uniformization problem is decidable.
Now that we have formulated our uniformization problems, we link these to known uniformization problems. Asking whether a relation has a Σ * io -controlled subsequential uniformization is equivalent to asking whether it has a uniformization by an arbitrary subsequential transducer. Asking whether a relation has a (
ocontrolled subsequential uniformization is equivalent to asking whether it has a uniformization by a synchronous subsequential transducer resp. by a transducer that reads the complete input before producing output. Table 1 provides an overview over known and new decidability results of the resynchronized uniformization problem for different types of relations and synchronization parameters. Our main result is the decidability for a given automatic relation and a given set of allowed synchronizations that is controlled by a synchronization language that synchronizes automatic relations. The decidability results in the rightmost column can be shown by a simple reduction to the subset uniformization problem which is presented in the appendix. The other entries in the lower three rows are simple consequences of the results presented in the upper three rows resp. our main result. relation rational deterministic rational finite-valued automatic recognizable Σ * io undec. [3] dec. [7] dec. [7] dec. [3] dec. Table 1 Overview over decidability results. The columns list the type of relation to be uniformized. The rows list the type of synchronization used as uniformization parameter; the upper three rows list fixed languages of synchronizations, the lower three rows list parameter classes, where 'rational' means the given set of allowed synchronizations is controlled by an arbitrary synchronization language, 'automatic' (resp. 'recognizable') means the given set of allowed synchronizations is controlled by a synchronization language that synchronizes automatic (resp. recognizable) relations.
Regarding the table entry where the relation is automatic and a desired uniformizer is
there is an alternative formulation of the decision problem in the case that the given relation is (
o )-controlled (the usual presentation for automatic relations, e.g., by a synchronous transducer). In this case the problem can also be stated as the question whether the relation has a subset uniformization.
We now generalize this to Parikh-injective synchronization languages. Given some
Given L, S and T as in Proposition 9, it directly follows that the resynchronized uniformization problem is equivalent to the subset uniformization problem, which is decidable by Theorem 8.
Automatic uniformizations of automatic relations
Here we present our main result stating that it is decidable whether a given automatic relation has a uniformization by a subsequential transducer whose induced set of synchronizations is controlled by a given regular language that synchronizes automatic relations.
Theorem 10. Given a regular source language with finite shiftlag and a regular target language with finite shiftlag. Then, the resynchronized uniformization problem is decidable.
In [6] , it is shown that (12) * (1 * + 2 * ) is an effective canonical representative of the class RL FSL of regular languages with finite shiftlag. Meaning that for every L ∈ RL FSL and every R ∈ Rel(L), there is an effectively constructible (12) * (1 * + 2 * )-controlled regular language S so that S = R.
In the remainder of this section, let S ⊆ Σ * io be a regular source language with finite shiftlag. Also, let S can be the equivalent (12) * (1 * + 2 * )-controlled language with S can = S . Furthermore, let T ⊆ Σ * io be a regular target language with finite shiftlag.
Assumption 11. We assume that S can is recognized by a DFA
For notational convenience, given x ∈ Σ * i and y ∈ Σ * o , we write δ * A (q, (x, y)) to mean δ * A (q, w), where w ∈ Σ io is the canonical synchronization of x and y, i.e., w is the (12) * (1 * +2 * )-controlled synchronization of the pair (x, y).
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 10. The proof is split in two main parts; the goal of the first part is to show that if S has a T -controlled uniformization by an sDFA, then S has a T k -controlled uniformization by an sDFA for a regular T k ⊆ T that is less complex than T , cf. Lemma 23. The goal of the second part is to show that the set T k (S) defined by {w | w ∈ T k and w ∈ S } is regular and computable (due to the form of T k ), cf. Lemma 24. Then, to conclude the proof, we show that the question whether S has a T -controlled uniformization by an sDFA can be reduced to the question whether T k (S) has a subset uniformization by an sDFA, which is decidable by Theorem 8.
Towards giving an exact description of T k , consider the following auxiliary lemma characterizing the form of regular synchronization languages with finite shiftlag. Given ν ∈ N, we denote by L ≤ν the regular set of words over 2 with ≤ν-lagged positions, i.e., L ≤ν = {u ∈ 2 * | lag(u) ≤ ν}; we denote by T ≤ν the regular set of words over Σ io with ≤ν-lagged positions, i.e., T ≤ν = {w ∈ Σ * io | lag(w) ≤ ν}. Clearly, this lemma can be lifted to regular languages over Σ io . Based on Asm. 11 and Lemma 12, we can make the following assumption.
Now, we can be more specific about T k ⊆ T .
Definition 14. For
n , that is, the set of w ∈ T such that after a position in w is more than γ-lagged, the number of output symbols per block is at most i.
Our aim is to show that there is a bound k such that S has either a T k -controlled uniformization by an sDFA or no T -controlled uniformization by an sDFA. From now on, we call an sDFA implementing a uniformization simply a uniformizer.
The main difficulty in solving the resynchronized uniformization problem is that in general a uniformizer can have unbounded lag, because the waiting time between shifts can be arbitrarily long. The key insight for the proof is that if such a long waiting time for a shift from input to output is necessary, then, in order to determine the next output block, it is not necessary to store the complete input that is ahead. We show that it suffices to consider an abstraction of the input that is ahead. Therefore we will introduce input profiles based on state transformation trees we define below.
Similarly, to deal with the situation where there is a long waiting time for a shift from output to input, we introduce output profiles as an abstraction of output that is ahead.
The bound on the length of output blocks will be chosen based on the profiles. Before defining profiles, we introduce some necessary definitions and notions.
Trees.
A finite unordered unranked tree over an alphabet, a tree for short, is a finite non-empty directed graph with a distinguished root node, such that for any node, there exists exactly one path from the root to this node. Additionally, a mapping from the nodes I C A L P 2 0 1 8
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of the graph to the alphabet is given. More formally, a tree t over Σ is given by a tuple (V t , E t , v t , val t ), where V t is a non-empty set of nodes, E t ⊆ V t × V t is a set of edges, v t is the root of t, also denoted root(t), and val t is a mapping V t → Σ. Furthermore, it is satisfied that any node is reached by a unique path from the root. Let T Σ denote the set of all trees over Σ. We only distinguish trees up to isomorphism.
Given a tree t and a node v of t, let t| v denote the subtree of t rooted at v. An a ∈ Σ can also be seen as a tree a ∈ T Σ defined by ({v}, ∅, v, val a ), where val a (v) = a. For two trees t 1 and t 2 with val t1 (root(t 1 )) = val t2 (root(t 2 )), i.e., with the same root label, we define t 1 • t 2 as the tree t given by (V t , E t , root(t 1 ), val t ), where
Given a ∈ Σ and trees t 1 , . . . , t n , we define a(t 1 . . . t n ) to be the tree (V t , E t , r, val t ), where
State transformation trees. Now that we have fixed our notations, we explain what kind of information we want to represent using state transformation trees. Basically, for an input segment that is ahead and causes lag, we are interested in how the input segment can be combined with output segments of same or smaller length and how this output can be obtained.
In the following we give an intuitive example. (12) * (1 * + 2 * )-controlled, thus, already in its canonical form, and T 1 is 1 * 2 * 1 * 2 * -controlled. Both languages have finite shiftlag. Generally, a T 1 -controlled uniformizer of S 1 can have arbitrary large lag. We take a look at the runs starting from q 0 in A 1 and starting from p 0 in B 1 that the computation of such a uniformizer can induce. However, A 1 can only be simulated on the part where the lag is recovered, but arbitrarily large lag can occur, thus our goal is to find an abstraction of the part that causes lag. E.g., assume that such a uniformizer reads aa without producing output. Towards defining an abstraction of aa, we are interested in how aa could be combined with outputs of same or smaller length and how these outputs could be produced by some T 1 -controlled uniformizer. Such a uniformizer could read some more as and eventually must produce output. Reading as leads from p 0 to p 1 in B 1 . There are a few possibilities how output of length at most two can be produced such that it is valid from p 1 and the simulation from q 0 can be continued. It is possible to output
. We see that the outputs bb and bc can each be obtained in two different ways. Namely, as one single output block, or as two output blocks with an input block in between (w.r.t. B 1 , we do not care about the number of blocks w.r.t. A 1 ). The maximal number of considered output blocks (w.r.t. the target synchronization) is parameterized in the formal definition.
We take a look at the tree in Fig. 2c , this tree contains all the state transformations that can be induced by the described possibilities. The possibilities to produce output in one single block is reflected by the edges (v 0 , v 1 ), (v 0 , v 2 ) and (v 0 , v 3 ) representing the state transformation induced by the respective output block. The possibilities to produce (b) Runs of A1 and B1 on synchronizations of (aaaaaa, bc). A1 runs on the canonical synchronization, i.e., on abacaaaa. To illustrate this, input and output are drawn one above the other.
(p1, q0)
). The combination of both runs shown in Fig. 2b is reflected by the rightmost path in the state transformation tree. Now that we have given some intuition, we formally introduce input state transformation trees, a graphical representation of the construction of input state transformation trees is given in Fig. 3 . As seen in the example, each edge of such a tree represents the state transformation induced by an output resp. input block, alternatively.
Definition 16 (Input state transformation tree). For
For i = 0, the tree STT 0 (x, p, q) is built up as follows.
(This set represents state transformations induced by output blocks that fully consume x.)
Then the tree STT 0 (x, p, q) is defined as (p, q)(r 1 . . . r n ) for Reach 0 = {r 1 , . . . , r n }, meaning it contains a child for every state transformation that can be induced w.r.t. A and B starting from q and p, respectively, by the input segment x together with an output segment that consumes x (w.r.t. A) consisting of a single output block (w.r.t. B).
For i > 0, the tree STT i (x, p, q) is built up as follows. 
, and v2 is the root of Furthermore, let the tree t
sn ) for Reach 1 = {s 1 , . . . , s n }, meaning it contains a path for every sequence of state transformations that can be induced w.r.t. A and B starting from q and p, respectively, by the input segment x together with an output segment that consumes x (w.r.t. A) consisting of at most i + 1 output blocks (w.r.t. B). Additionally, for output segments that have a common prefix of output blocks the state transformations induced by the common prefix of blocks are represented by the same nodes in the tree.
Intuitively, edges in such a tree are associated with the words that induced the state transformation, e.g., as shown in Fig 2c. Given a tree as in Def. 16, the maximal degree of such a tree depends on the input word used as parameter. Our goal is to have state transformation trees where the maximum degree is independent of this parameter. Therefore, we introduce reduced trees. The idea is that if for some input word different outputs induce the same state transformations then only one representation is kept in the input state transformation tree.
Definition 17 (Reduced tree). A tree t ∈ T Σ over some alphabet Σ is called reduced if for each node v there exist no two children u, u of v such that the subtrees rooted at u and u are isomorphic.
For a tree t ∈ T Σ , let red(t) ∈ T Σ denote its reduced variant. The reduced variant of a tree can easily be obtained by a bottom-up computation where for each node duplicate subtrees rooted at its children are removed.
Note that for each i, the set of reduced input state transformation trees with parameter i is a finite set.
Hitherto, we have discussed how to capture state transformations induced by an input word together with output words of same or smaller length. Additionally, we need to capture state transformations induced by an output word together with input words of same or smaller length. Therefore, we introduce a notion similar to input state transformation trees, namely, output state transformation trees. A formal definition can be found in the appendix.
Furthermore, we need a notion that captures state transformations that can be induced by an input resp. output word alone, see Def. 18 below. Then, we are ready to define profiles. 
n , and our goal is to show that there is a bound k such that it suffices to focus on constructing T k -controlled uniformizers instead of T -controlled uniformizers, meaning that we can focus on uniformizers in which the length of output blocks is bounded by k after the lag has exceeded γ at some point.
The core of the proof is to show that if the lag between input and output becomes very large ( γ), it is not necessary to consider the complete input that is ahead to determine the next output block, but an abstraction (in the form of profiles) suffices. Note that if the lag has exceeded γ at some point the number of remaining output blocks is at most n/2 .
As a result, given an input word x ∈ Σ * i , we are interested in the state transformation that is induced by (x, π o (w)) in A (recognizing S can ) and by w in B (recognizing T ) for each word w ∈ Σ * io such that |π o (w)| ≤ |x| and shift(w) ≤ n/2 . In words, we are interested in the state transformations that can be induced by x together with outputs of same or smaller length that are composed of at most n/2 different output blocks.
For x ∈ Σ * i , this kind of information is accurately represented by the set of all reduced input state transformation trees with parameters x and n/2 .
The same considerations with switched input and output roles apply for an output word y ∈ Σ * o .
Definition 19 (Input profile)
. For x ∈ Σ * i , we define its profile P x as (τ x , STT n/2 x ), where
Similarly, we define output profiles, a formal definition can be found in the appendix. A note on the number of different profiles. Profiles are based on reduced STTs with parameter n/2 , where n bounds shiftlag(T ). The size of the set of these STTs is nonelementary in n, hence also the number of profiles. This implies a non-elementary complexity of our decision procedure.
Furthermore, let P i be the set x∈Σ * i {P x } of all input profiles and P o be the set
{P y } of all output profiles. For a P ∈ P i ∪ P o , let z be a representative of P if z is a shortest word such that P = P z .
We show that from the profiles of two words x 1 and x 2 one can compute the profile of the word x 1 x 2 . Hence, the set of profiles can be equipped with a concatenation operation, i.e., for words x 1 and x 2 we let P x1 P x2 = P x1x2 . We obtain the following.
Lemma 20. The set of input profiles is a monoid with concatenation; the set of output profiles is a monoid with concatenation.
A word x ∈ Σ * i and its profile P x are called idempotent if P x = P xx . As a consequence of Ramsey's Theorem (see e.g., [5] ) we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 21 (Consequence of Ramsey).
There is a computable r ∈ N such that each word x ∈ Σ * i with |x| ≥ r contains a non-empty idempotent factor for the concatenation of profiles.
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Now, we have the right tools to prove that the existence of a T -controlled uniformizer implies that there also exists a T k -controlled uniformizer for a computable k. For the remainder, we fix two bounds.
Assumption 22.
Finally, we are ready to prove the key lemma, that is, Lemma 23, which shows that it is sufficient to consider uniformizers in which the length of output blocks is bounded.
Recall, a uniformizer works asynchronously, which leads to large lag. First, we show that if the output is lagged more than r 1 symbols, meaning, the input that is ahead contains an idempotent factor, it suffices to consider output blocks whose length depends on the idempotent factor. Secondly, we show that it suffices to consider uniformizers in which the output is ahead at most r 2 symbols. The combination of both results yields Lemma 23.
Recall, by Asm. 13, T ⊆ T ≤γ · (Σ * i + Σ * o ) n and by Def. 14,
Lemma 23. If S has a T -controlled uniformizer, then S has a T k -controlled uniformizer for a computable
The proof of the above lemma yields that k can be chosen as r 1 + r 2 . This concludes the first part of the proof of Theorem 10. For the second part, we prove that the problem whether S has a T i -controlled uniformizer for an i reduces to the question whether T i (S) has a subset uniformizer for a suitable T i (S) as defined below in Lemma 24.
Reduction. The next lemma shows that from S a regular T i (S) can be obtained such that T i (S) consists of all T i -controlled synchronizations w with w ∈ S .
Lemma 24. For i ≥ 0, the language T i (S) = {w ∈ Σ * io | w ∈ T i and w ∈ S } is a T i -controlled effectively constructible regular language.
We are ready to prove the main theorem of this paper.
Proof sketch of Theorem 10. By Lemma 23 we know that if S has a T -controlled uniformizer, then S has a T k -controlled uniformizer for a computable k ≥ 0. Let T k (S) be defined as in Lemma 24.
We can show that S has a T -controlled uniformizer iff dom( S ) = dom( T k (S) ) and T k (S) has a subset uniformizer which is decidable by Theorem 8.
Conclusion
In this paper we considered uniformization by subsequential transducers in which the allowed input/output behavior is specified by a regular set of synchronizations, the so-called resynchronized uniformization problem. An overview over our results can be found in Table 1 . For future work we want to study other problems of this kind, e.g., study whether the resynchronized uniformization problem is decidable for a given rational relation as source language and a given 'recognizable' target language in the sense that the target language is controlled by a synchronization language that synchronizes recognizable relations.
Appendix
This is the full version of http://dx.doi.org/10.4230/LIPIcs.ICALP.2018.281.
A Details of Section 3
A.1 Uniformizations of recognizable relations
Here we present the result stating that it is decidable whether a given recognizable relation has a uniformization by a subsequential transducer for any given synchronization parameter.
Theorem 25. Given a regular source language with finite shift and a regular target language. Then, the resynchronized uniformization problem is decidable.
Let S ⊆ Σ io denote a regular source language with finite shift and T ⊆ Σ io a regular target language. Note that the usual presentation of a regular relation as n i=1 U i × V i , where each U i and V i are regular languages over Σ i and Σ o , respectively, clearly is representable as a regular language over Σ io with finite shift, namely as
In [6] , it is shown that 1 * 2 * is an effective canonical representative of the class of regular languages with finite shift.
Proof. Let S and T be as above. We show the theorem in two steps.
First, we effectively compute the regular language T = {w | w ∈ T and w ∈ S }, that is, the language that contains every T -controlled word that describes a pair from S .
Secondly, we show that S has a T -controlled uniformization by an sDFA if, and only if, dom( S ) = dom( T ) and T has a subset uniformization by an sDFA, which is decidable by Theorem 8.
For the first part, let A be a DFA that recognizes the 1 * 2 * -controlled canonical representation of S. Consider an NFA that on reading a word w ∈ Σ * io works as follows. First, it guesses a state q ∈ Q A , then it simulates A on π i (w) from q 0 and A on π o (w) from q. It accepts if δ * A (q 0 , π i (w)) = q and δ * A (q, π o (w)) ∈ F A . The intersection of this language with T is our desired language T .
For the second part, assume dom( S ) = dom( T ) and T has a subset uniformization by an sDFA. Since dom( S ) = dom( T ), every subset uniformization of T is also a T -controlled uniformization of S.
For the other direction, assume S has a T -controlled uniformization by an sDFA, say U . Obviously U ⊆ u S and dom( S ) = dom( U ). First, we show dom( S ) = dom( T ). Proof by contradiction, assume there is some u ∈ dom( S ) \ dom( T ). There exists a Tcontrolled w ∈ U such that π i (w) = u. By construction, w ∈ T , thus u ∈ dom( T ). Thus, dom( S ) = dom( T ) = dom( U ). Secondly, since U ⊆ T and dom( U ) = dom( T ), it is clear that U is a subset uniformization of T ⊆ T .
A.2 Parikh-injective synchronization languages
Proposition 9. Let L ⊆ 2 * be a regular Parikh-injective language, let S ⊆ Σ * io be an L-controlled regular language and let T = {w ∈ Σ * | w is L-controlled}. Every T -controlled uniformization of S is a subset uniformization of S.
Proof of Proposition 9.
We show that every T -controlled uniformization of S is in fact a subset uniformization of S.
Towards a contradiction, assume that U is a T -controlled uniformization, but U ⊆ S.
Since U is T -controlled, U is L-controlled. There is w ∈ U \ S with w ∈ S and w ∈ S \ U with w = w . Let w = u ⊗ v and w = u ⊗ v . Since w = w and both v and v are L-controlled, it follows that Π L (v) = Π L (v ). Assume v = v , this is a contradiction because L is Parikh-injective. Thus, v = v and u = u , because w = w . This is a contradiction to w = w . Hence, U ⊆ S, i.e., U is a subset uniformization.
B
Details of Section 4
B.1 State transformation trees.
Analogously, we define output state transformation trees, where the roles of input and output are reversed compared to input state transformation trees. Then the tree STT i (y, p, q) is defined as
Now that we have defined output state transformation trees, we need to introduce one more concept, before we can define output profiles.
Ultimately, given a uniformizer, our goal is to replace large segments that cause lag with (short) segments that have the same profile. Towards defining profiles for output words it turns out that we need to store additional information compared to input profiles. Intuitively, a difference arises because waiting a long time before output is produced (i.e., causing large input lag) means that lots of information about the input is known before output is produced; whereas producing large output segments (i.e., causing large output lag) means that output has been produced without prior knowledge of the input. Therefore, we introduce the concept of annotated output state transformation trees which model the possible interactions between input segments and the given output segment in more detail compared to output state transformation trees. More specifically, for an input segment x, we collect vertices that can be reached by prefixes of x. Below a formal definition is given and in Ex. 27 an intuitive example is given.
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Definition 26 (Annotated output state transformation tree). Let i ≥ 0, p ∈ Q B , q ∈ Q A , y ∈ Σ * o , and let t = (V t , E t , v t , val t ) denote the reduced output state transformation tree red STT i (y, p, q) .
For v ∈ V t , the annotated output state transformation tree annSTT i (y, p, q, v) is a tree For i > 0, the tree annSTT i (y, p, q, v) is built up as follows. Example 27. Given an alphabet Σ io with Σ i = {a, b} and Σ o = {c}, an automatic relation S 1 over Σ io is given by a DFA A 1 depicted in Fig. 4a , and an automatic relation T 1 over Σ io is given by a DFA B 1 depicted in Fig. 4b . Note that, S 1 is (12) * (1 * + 2 * )-controlled, i.e., canonical, hence, the notion of state transformation tree is meaningful w.r.t. A 1 and B 1 .
For (y , p , q , v , S)
Consider the output word cc ∈ Σ * o , the reduced variant of the output state transformation tree STT 0 (cc, p 0 , q 0 ) is depicted in Fig. 4c . Additionally, its edges are labeled with the respective associated words. Also, its vertices are named, so that they can be referred to in the annotated output state transformation tree annSTT 0 (cc, p 0 , q 0 ) depicted in Fig. 4d .
Compared to red(STT 0 (cc, p 0 , q 0 )) we can see that v 3 was duplicated with annotation
respectively. This has happened because both ab and ba lead from v 0 to v 3 , but a (prefix of ab) leads from v 0 to v 1 and b (prefix of ba) leads from v 0 to v 2 .
We are ready to define profiles based on state transformation trees, but beforehand we introduce some terminology to speak more conveniently about state transformation trees.
We now formally define the concept of associated words. Examples can be found in Fig.2c,  Fig. 4c, and Fig. 4d . 
Definition 28 (Associated words). Let
and there is x , x ∈ Σ * i such that x = x x , and δ * A (q, (x , y)) = q , and δ * B (p, y) = p , and
Analogously, we define these properties for output and annotated output STTs.
For convenience, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 29 (ann). Let t ann be an annotated output state transformation tree based on the reduced state transformation tree t. We define a function ann : V tann → V t with ann(v) = u if the third component of vs label is u.
We state some simple observations about annotated output state transformation trees used in the upcoming proofs.
Lemma 30. Let t ann be an annotated output state transformation tree based on the reduced state transformation tree t.
B.2 Profiles.
We previously defined input profiles, now we define output profiles.
Definition 31 (Output profile). Given y ∈ Σ * o , we define its profile P y as (τ y , annSTT n/2 y ), where annSTT
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We prove some properties of profiles.
Lemma 20. The set of input profiles is a monoid with concatenation; the set of output profiles is a monoid with concatenation.
Proof of Lemma 20. Given x 1 , x 2 ∈ Σ + i , we show that the profile P x1x2 of x 1 x 2 ∈ Σ * i can be computed from P x1 and P x2 .
The state transformation function τ x1x2 is defined as concatenation of the functions τ x1 and τ x2 , i.e., τ x1x2 (p) = τ x2 (τ x1 (p)).
Recall Fig. 3 for an easier understanding of the following. Let m = n/2 , in order to compute the set STT , we need to make an observation first. For any x ∈ Σ * i , p ∈ Q B , q ∈ Q A , and i ≤ m, the tree STT i (x, p, q)
can be obtained from the tree STT m (x, p, q) by removing all non-trivial subtrees rooted at a vertex with height 2i + 1. Here, non-trivial is used to describe subtrees with more than one vertex, meaning leaves at height 2i + 1 are not removed. The same observation holds for its reduced variant, in the following we mean by tree always its reduced variant. For any p ∈ Q B and q ∈ Q A , the tree STT m (x 1 x 2 , p, q) can be obtained from the tree Hence, we are able to define a natural concatenation operation between input profiles. Given x 1 , x 2 ∈ Σ * i , let P x1 P x2 = P x1x2 . Thus, the set of input profiles is equipped with a concatenation operation and a neutral element, that is, the profile of the empty word, i.e., the set of input profiles is a monoid with concatenation.
Given y 1 , y 2 ∈ Σ + o , the profile P y1y2 of y 1 y 2 can be computed from P y1 and P y2 in the same way as described above for input profiles. This allows us to define a concatenation operation for output profiles as for input profiles, consequently, the set of output profiles is a monoid with concatenation.
Lemma 21 (Consequence of Ramsey).
Proof of Lemma 21. Ramsey's Theorem yields that for any number of colors c and any number r, there exists a number K ∈ N such that if the edges of a complete graph with at least K vertices are colored with c colors, then the graph must contain a complete subgraph with r vertices such that all edges have the same color, see e.g. [5] . Let x ∈ Σ * i with the factorization x = x 1 x 2 . . . x n , with x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ 1 × Σ. Consider the complete graph G = (V, E, col) with edge-coloring col : E → Cols, where V := {1, . . . , n}, E := V × V , Cols is the finite set of profiles and col(e) := P x [i,k] if e = (i, k) for all e ∈ E. If there exist i < j < k ≤ n such that the edges (i, j), (j, k) and (i, k) have the same color, i.e., the respective profiles are the same, then x has a factorization that contains a non-empty idempotent factor.
As a consequence of Ramsey's Theorem, if |x| is equal or larger than the Ramsey number R (3, |Cols|) , then x contains a non-empty idempotent factor.
B.3 Proof of Theorem 10.
Recall, the proof of Theorem 10 is split in two parts.
Part I
The goal is to show that if S has a T -controlled uniformizer, then S has a T k -controlled uniformizer for a computable k; this is the statement of Lemma 23.
We introduce the following terminology used in the proofs of Lemmata 33 and 23.
Definition 32. We say that y fully traverses x in A q if |y| ≤ |x| and δ * A (q, (x, y)) is not a sink state, respectively, we say that x fully traverses y in A q if |x| ≤ |y| and δ * A (q, (x, y)) is not a sink state. Situations where x and y are of different length and δ * A (q, (x, y)) does not lead to a sink state can occur when x ∈ dom(L(A q )).
Before we can prove Lemma 23., we need to prove two auxiliary lemmata, namely Lemmata 33 and 34.
First, we prove Lemma 33 stating that there exists a bound b such that it suffices to consider uniformizer where each output block increases the amount that the output sequence is ahead by at most b. 
Proof of Lemma 33. Let β be the smallest bound on the length of representatives of output profiles, then we chose b to be max{β, γ + 1}.
Assume U is a T -controlled uniformization given by a sequential DFA U that does not satisfy the property stated in the lemma. Recall,
n . If the bound on the length of output blocks stated in the lemma is violated, then we are in a situation where the lag has exceeded γ, thus it can be violated at most n/2 times, because after the lag has exceeded γ there are at most n shifts, i.e., at most n/2 output blocks. Let m = n/2 .
We construct a T -controlled uniformization U recognized by a sequential DFA U based on U that repairs for every input word the first violation of the output block length. Applying the construction presented below at most m times yields a uniformization according to the statement of the lemma.
The computation of U differs from U from the point on that the following situation occurs: Consider an arbitrary w ∈ Pref (U ) of length 2 , such that there is a position 
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of P y . We show that we can replace y by z. Let w have the factorization xy. Since P y = P z , we have τ y = τ z , and annSTT i and a leaf node u i+1 in t y with (u i , u i+1 ) ∈ E ty such that a. ann(v i+1 ) = u i+1 b.w i+1 leads from u i to u i+1 in t y , and c.w 1 
To be clear, the formulation w j leads from v j−1 to v j in t ann z is used to mean that w j leads from v j−1 to v j w.r.t. z and j , where j = n/2 − (j − 1) and z ∈ Σ * o such that z has a factorization z z with |z | = |w 1 . . . w j−1 |. Analogously, the formulationw j leads from u j−1 to u j in t y is used to mean thatw j leads from u j−1 to u j w.r.t. y and j , where j = n/2 − (j − 1) and y ∈ Σ * o such that y has a factorization y y with |y | = |w 1 
To determine which part of the next (up to) |z| − |w 1 . . . w k | input symbols will be w k+1 , we do the following after each read input symbol: Assume that after the mth input symbol the Furthermore, given a word from U , the first output block (after the lag has exceeded γ at some point) increases the output lag by at most b. Applying this construction a total of n/2 times yields a uniformization according the statement of the lemma.
The proof of the above lemma yields that b can be chosen as max{β, γ + 1}, where β is the smallest bound on the length of representatives of output profiles.
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The second auxiliary lemma states that it suffices to consider uniformizers that either produce output before the input sequence contains an idempotent factor, or if they do not produce output until then, then neither do they when pumping the idempotent factor.
Lemma 34. If S has a T -controlled uniformization U by an sDFA, then S has a Tcontrolled uniformization U by an sDFA such that for each u ∈ Σ * io and x, x 1 , x 2 ∈ Σ * i such that |π i (u)| = |π o (u)|, |xx 1 x 2 | > γ, x 2 is idempotent, and P x1 = P x2 it holds that if uxx 1 x 2 ∈ Pref (U ), then uxx 1 x i 2 ∈ Pref (U ) for each i ∈ N.
Proof. Let U be a T -controlled uniformization recognized by an sDFA U such that there is u ∈ Σ * io and x, x 1 , x 2 ∈ Σ * i such that |π i (u)| = |π o (u)|, |xx 1 x 2 | > γ, x 2 is idempotent, and P x1 = P x2 such that uxx 1 x 2 ∈ Pref (U ) and uxx 1 x i 2 / ∈ Pref (U ) for some i ∈ N. Since uxx 1 x i 2 / ∈ Pref (U ) there exists some j < i and some prefix of x 2 , say x 2 , such that uxx 1 x j 2 x 2 ∈ Pref (U ) and δ * U (q U 0 , uxx 1 x j 2 x 2 ) ∈ Q o U , i.e., U produces output after reading uxx 1 x j 2 x 2 . Now we show that there exists an T -controlled uniformization U recognized by an sDFA U such that U produces output after reading uxx 1 x 2 .
Since x 2 is idempotent and P x1 = P x2 , then also P x1 = P x1x j 2
. Thus, similar as in the proof of Lemma 23, we can show that U can sequentially determine the output that has to be produced in a computation on uxx 1 x 2 w for some w ∈ Σ * i by behaving like U on uxx 1 x j 2 x 2 w and replacing outputs that consume x 1 x j 2 (w.r.t. A) by equal outputs that consume overlap x 1 (w.r.t. A) in the sense that the induced state transformations on A and B are equal.
Recall, in Asm. 22, we have fixed bounds r 1 as in Lemma 21 and r 2 as in Lemma 33. Also, r 1 , r 2 > γ. For a uniformizer according to Lemma 33, the lemma yields that the next output block is of length at most r 2 if there is currently lag caused by output that is behind. However, if there is currently lag because the output is behind, say symbols, then Lemma 33 yields that the next output block is of length at most + r 2 . This value can become arbitrary large as the lag can generally not be bounded. Our goal is to show that if lag caused by output that is behind exceeds r 1 , then the length of the next output block can be bounded by r 1 . Recall, since T ⊆ T ≤γ · (Σ * i + Σ * o ) n and r 1 > γ, it can only happen n/2 times that lag caused by output that is behind exceeds r 1 .
Thus, proving the above statement then gives us the key lemma, stated below. Recall, T i is defined as T ∩ T ≤γ · (Σ * i + Σ ≤i o ) n for i ≥ 0.
Lemma 23. If S has a T -controlled uniformizer, then S has a T k -controlled uniformizer for a computable k ≥ 0.
Proof of Lemma 23. We now show that it is sufficient to consider T k for k = r 1 + r 2 in order to find an T -controlled S -uniformization if there exists one.
Let U be an T -controlled uniformization that satisfies the conditions of Lemmata 33 and 34 recognized by a sequential DFA U. We show how we can obtain U that is an M k -controlled S -uniformization recognized by a sequential DFA U by modifying U.
Recall, T ⊆ T ≤γ · (Σ * i + Σ * o ) n . We construct U such that a computation of U differs from U from the point on that the following situations occurs: There is u ∈ Σ * io and x, x 1 , x 2 ∈ Σ * i such that |π i (u)| = |π o (u)|, |xx 1 x 2 | > γ, x 2 is idempotent, P x1 = P x2 and uxx 1 x 2 ∈ Pref (U ).
Since |π i (u)| = |π o (u)| and |xx 1 x 2 | > γ, we know that uxx 1 x 2 ∈ Pref (L), but uxx 1 x 2 / ∈ Pref (L 1 ). Thus, for each z ∈ Σ * io with uxx 1 x 2 z ∈ U holds that shift(z) < n and the number of output blocks in z is at most n/2 . Let be the maximal size of an output block that U can produce. Hence, |π o (z)| is at most n/2 . We chose the the smallest m such that |xx 1 x m 2 | ≥ n/2 .
Consider an arbitrary input word w ∈ Σ i such that π i (u)xx 1 x 2 w is in the domain of S . In order to determine the computation of U on π i (u)xx 1 x 2 w, we consider the computation of U on π i (u)xx 1 x m 2 w. Note that by Lemma 34, after having read π i (u)xx 1 x 2 , U produces no output while reading x m−1 2 . Assume we have already have defined U up to the point where π i (u)xx 1 x 2 was read, and until then, U and U have worked the same way. We show that U can continue the computation successfully. The computation of U r on w will be based on the computation of U s on w such that we can sequentially define the output blocks that U r has to produce.
Since x 2 is idempotent and P x1 = P x2 , also P x1x2 = P x1x m 
